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1 Introduction

The current beta editor in Joplin’s mobile app has many annoying bugs, minimal
syntax highlighting, and poor completion. Pressing the “tab” key on an external
keyboard, for example, doesn’t indent; there is no way to search/replace; the
editor lacks auto-indentation; and even crashes, at times, when pressing “undo”.

Furthermore, links, lists, bolding, unbolding, and even creating LATEXenvironments
all require users to type the Markdown syntax for each. Not only is this not
friendly to new users of Markdown, the touchscreen keyboards on mobile devices
often make it difficult to type many common markdown formatting characters
(e.g. ‘*’, ‘]’).

Finally, drawing pictures and annotating existing images would be very use-
ful on mobile devices with a stylus or touchscreen. This is another feature Joplin
currently lacks.

The former issues are bugs that can be fixed. Tests can be added for them.
The second-to-last can be remedied by adding a new feature — a toolbar similar
to that in the desktop app that completes commonly-used markdown symbols.
Inserting a drawing might be one of the features of this toolbar.

I would like to spend this summer fixing bugs in the beta editor and imple-
menting this toolbar!

2 Project Goals

2.1 What I plan to do

• Add a touch-friendly toolbar to the mobile editor. This toolbar would
be similar to the toolbar already present in the desktop app and would
contain at least the following actions:

– Bold

– Italicize

– Underline

– Bulleted list
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– Numbered list

– To-do list

– Add header

– Add subheader

– Find text in note

– Attach image/file

• Fix bugs

– To-do list completion

– Tab-key indentation

– Add syntax highlighting for TEX

• Insert and create drawings

• Markup existing images

I consider the items in this list to be a part of the “MVP” of my project.

2.2 What I would like to do

If I have time, I would also like to add these features. Consider these “future
developments”.

• Add a simple WYSIWYG editor to the mobile app

• Add a ribbon of context-based suggestions (e.g. suggest LATEXmacros
when editing LATEX)

• Add support for creating and editing drawings in the Desktop app

• Allow the user to see the rendered markdown at the same time as the
CodeMirror editor.

2.3 What I do not plan to do

While the following would be wonderful features, I do not plan to attempt them
as part of this project.

• Realtime collaborative editing in the beta editor

• Add a “toggle markdown live preview” button to the toolbar

• PDF annotation
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3 Implementation

3.1 Toolbar

The toolbar will be in the same WebView as the CodeMirror 6 editor. As most
of the actions in the toolbar (e.g. bold, italicize) need only to change the
contents of the CodeMirror editor, putting the toolbar in the same WebView

makes sense.
Several weeks ago, I submitted a PR that inserts attachments in the beta

editor. This involved determining the user’s selection and inserting text in
CodeMirror 6. Bolding, italicizing, and inserting headers will be very similar.

More complicated actions that need to communicate with other portions
of the app (e.g. “insert drawing”) can use callbacks. These callbacks can be
modeled on the existing code, which currently notifies Note.tsx of selection
and content changes.

3.2 Fixing To-do list completion

Presently, starting a new to-do list, then pressing return does not extend the
checkbox portion of the markdown to the next line:

Suppose we start the following list:

- [ ] Item 1

Pressing ’enter’ currently produces this:

- [ ] Item 1

-

This recently became very easy to fix! As of six days ago, this can be fixed
by updating the version of codemirror/lang-markdown and ensuring that we are
using the “GitHub Flavored Markdown” syntax in the editor.

3.3 Fixing Tab-Key Indentation

By default, pressing “Tab” in CodeMirror 6 brings the user’s focus to the next
edit control, rather than indenting. The CodeMirror documentation explains
that this is for accessibility reasons and details how this can be fixed.

3.4 Drawing

For both marking up existing images and inserting drawings, a vector graphics
overlay makes sense.

Suppose a user clicks “annotate” on an existing image. We could then create
a new resource that contains both:

1. The resource ID of the original image

2. A list of path data for the strokes/other annotations
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Alternatively, to make syncing such images easier, the original image and
the annotations could be stored in a zip-like file, which forms the new asset.

Either way, we’re storing the annotations separately from the original image.
Such a design allows the user to remove and edit existing annotations, even

after closing and re-opening the annotation editor.

4 Timeline

4.1 Week 1

• Update CodeMirror and codemirror/lang-markdown to latest versions
(est 1 hr of work)

• Use GFM (GitHub Flavored Markdown) syntax to support checkbox con-
tinuation (30 mins)

• Create toolbar with “bold”, “italicize”, and “strikethrough” options (4
hrs)

• Prevent the WebView from getting destroyed when transitioning to/from
markdown view (15 hrs)

– Currently, this is causing issues with undo/redo when the CodeMirror
editor is not visible.

• Write extension to codemirror/lang-markdown to recognise math envi-
ronments (10 hrs)

4.2 Week 2

• Highlight math environments and embedded code blocks appropriately (15
hrs)

– Currently, TEXhas no special syntax highlighting

– The specific colors should depend on the user’s theme

• Support auto-indent and tab-key indentation (1 hr)

• Add search support (1 hr)

– It may be easiest use CodeMirror’s search plugin

• Show/hide search when clicking a button on the toolbar (4 hrs)

• Add a button to minimize and maximize the toolbar (1 hr)

• Add “create bulleted list”, “create to-do list”, “create link”, and “add
header” buttons to the toolbar (4 hrs)
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4.3 Week 3

• Create “insert drawing” button and add to toolbar (30 mins)

• Create drawing dialog (15 hrs)

– No saving yet

– Should support drawing strokes and have its own toolbar

– The toolbar, at this point, may be empty

• Loading and saving images with vector annotations (15 hrs)

– Not connected to the drawing dialog yet

4.4 Week 4

Weeks 4-10 focus on the image annotation tool.

• Set up toolbar logic in the drawing editor (5 hrs)

– The action should send a message to the part of the code that handles
creating strokes

• Allow user to toggle touchscreen drawing/scrolling through the toolbar
when drawing (5 hrs)

• Add the ability to change the pen color and size when drawing (10 hrs)

– This includes modifying the resource file format, if necessary —
strokes now have more data associated with them

• Implement saving for the drawing dialog (5 hrs)

• Implement annotating existing images (10 hrs)

4.5 Week 5

• Implement and write tests for stroke intersection checking (10 hrs)

• Implement undo/redo for strokes in the drawing dialog (15 hrs)

• Add the ability to switch between an “eraser” and “pen” mode (10 hrs)

– This includes refactoring, if necessary, to handle interpreting input
as actions from different tools

– In “eraser” mode, pen-specific controls should be “grayed out”/disabled
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4.6 Week 7

• Make the eraser delete strokes when the user’s pen crosses them (10 hrs)

• Implement undo/redo for the eraser (5 hrs)

• Add a new “selection” tool (15 hrs)

• Allow users to move strokes with the selection tool (5 hrs)

4.7 Week 8

• Allow users to scale strokes with the selection tool (15 hrs)

• Allow users to rotate strokes with the selection tool (15 hrs)

• Finish implementing undo/redo for transforming strokes (5 hrs)

4.8 Week 9

• Write tests for and verify undo/redo (10 hrs)

• Add a “text” tool to the image annotator (10 hrs)

• Desktop – Ensure printing/saving to PDF works in documents with an-
notated images (5 hrs)

4.9 Week 10

• Add support for annotating/editing images on Desktop (30 hrs)

– Porting the new image annotator to desktop

– Allows annotated images/resources to be edited

4.10 Week 11

• Make strokes in image editor look nice — Bézier curve approximation of
strokes (35 hrs)

– Math can be based on this Xournal++ pull request that adds “spline
approximation of strokes”.

– It is possible that this will take longer than 35 hours. If this is the
case, I can finish this during weeks 14 and 15.

4.11 Week 12 and beyond

• Bugfixing, refactoring, and testing! If time, I will start implementing a
very simple WYSIWYG editor.
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5 Commitments

After the end of finals week (Jun 10), except for a possible commitment of June
11th and 12th to grading student work, I have no major commitments. I return
to school on Sept 30th.

As such, I have 15 weeks to commit to this project.

6 About Me

I’m currently a 3rd-year student at the University of Washington, Seattle. I’ve
contributed to several Open Source projects in the past, including Xournal++
and Firefox (the contributions to Xournal++ were substantially larger than
those to Firefox).

You can contact me by email with henryuheino@gmail.com and view my
GitHub profile at https://github.com/personalizedrefrigerator.
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